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 What if Reality Can be Accounted for in Terms of:

Two   Opposed   Forces  :
1)  Attraction/Accumulation  [slightly weaker than Expansion]
2)  Expansion/Repulsion [slightly stronger than Attraction]

and

Three States:
1)  Energy [includes Dark Energy] that is tied to the Expansive Force.
2)  Mass Based Matter [includes Physical Matter] tied to the Attractive Force.
3)  An Intermediate “Particle” Medium [includes Dark Matter and known

“massless” particles] that constitutes the first move toward Mass Based
Matter from pure Energy and responds weakly to the Attractive force.

This proposition is so obvious that it must have been offered before in physics.

Now consider two significant adjustments to the above conception:
Suppose that the three states are in fact two [Energy and Mass Based Matter]
always  in  dynamic  tension  with  the  Intermediate  Particle  Medium  in  the
transition  zone  in  between.   Then  picture  reality  as  a  universe-wide,  three
dimensional web with every connection at  every scale from cells to galaxies
participating in this dynamic. This is a systems view of reality rather than the
usual material step view advancing from particles to atoms to molecules, etc.

From this  perspective,  reality  is  in  a constant  condition of  1)  Energy at  one
“pole” in the web working with the Expansive force to attract Energy through the
Intermediate Medium from Mass Based Matter; and 2) Mass Based Matter at
the other “pole” in the web working with the Attractive force to withdraw and
consolidate Energy through the Intermediate Medium from Energy.  At lesser
scales, the Attractive and Expansive forces are in a condition of relative balance,
with the Expansive force having a slight  edge.   At  solar  and galaxy scales,
events can occur that result in extremes in both directions – supernova release
enormous amounts of energy but can also leave a hyper dense neutron star.
Following the Big Bang, our Reality is generated in the dynamic interaction of
the Expansive and Attractive forces as they create and destroy matter  at  all
scales throughout the infinitely interconnected web of existence.



Implications for Psi and Psi Related Phenomena

Since this  Attraction-Matter  vs  Expansion-Energy  dynamic is  occurring  at  all
scales of existence, all material phenomena are bathed in energy in the form of
waves  and  fields  being  both  drawn  into  matter  and  released  into  universal
expanding energy.  In this context, from the perspective of attraction-matter, all
“things”  are separate and interrelated through time and in  “empty”  space by
distinguishable  “laws.”  From the perspective of energy everything is connected
and totally integrated with no separation, time or space.  All humans exist in and
relate to reality  through this  dynamic.   To the extent  they accommodate the
attraction-material  perspective  through  their  mental  faculties  of  reason  and
analysis, they experience reality from the perspective of separateness, and their
worldviews and consequent behavior are defined by that view.  To the extent
humans accommodate the expansion-energy perspective through their mental
faculties of intuition and synthesis, they experience reality from the perspective
of unification, and their worldviews and consequent behavior are defined by that
point of view.

In a reality defined by this dynamic, Psi phenomena are nothing more than the
evidence of humans participating in the fundamental dynamic of all existence
and experiencing and relating to reality from the expansive, totally integrated
and  interconnected,  space  and  time  exclusive  energy  perspective.   These
phenomena are to be expected together with all of the other areas of human
behavior  where  energy  oriented  experience  plays  a  significant  role  –  all
cooperative social behavior and all forms of expressive behavior [play, game,
ritual and all forms of the graphic, dramatic, plastic, musical and oral arts].  Most
forms of spirituality also encourage access to the experience of the universal
energy perspective.

While humans think of themselves as “solid” in the material sense, we know that
energy surrounding tiny bits of mass accounts for the vast majority of who we
are.  Energy is everywhere at all scales in our material selves from single cells
to tissues to organs to organ systems to the body as a whole.  Energy fields are
responsible for both our integration materially as separate entities and our fully
integrated  relationship  to  surrounding  reality.  All  humans  are  related  and
connected through these totally integrated – yet immaterial – energy fields.  It is
through  our  fundamental  existence  and  participation  in  this  completely
integrated, universal energy domain that Psi, and all related phenomena, can be
understood and investigated.  The study of human energy fields is in its infancy,
but it has already shown great promise – especially in medicine.  It comes as no
surprise that much of this research is occurring in Asian countries where the
spiritual perspective on reality has continued to be respected.


